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Beijing’s building spree is sweeping away a characteristic detail of the old city, the low-slung 

hutong, which have survived centuries of wind whipping across the North China Plane, giving the 

capital a constant polishing of grit.  These walled alleyways cut back and forth across the 

residential heart of Beijing, where life takes place on a human scale, where the itinerant bicycle 

repairman works in the shade of a plane tree, the knife sharpener grinds his blades, the cobbler 

nails on a new heel for a customer on the sidewalk.  A few of the old family compounds remain, 

most of them with three generations living together behind thick walls of gray brick, protected 

from invasions of dust and unwanted visitors. 

 

“This is our otherworldly paradise,” said Ye Xiaomo, looking around her family’s quiet 

courtyard, where we sipped tea in the ample shade of persimmon trees and lilacs.  “We’re here.  

It’s our home,” said Ye, whose family has marked the seasons by the buzzing cicadas and the 

blossoming of crab apples. 

 

Such compounds are increasingly rare.  The city government is moving perhaps 2.5 million of 

Beijing’s 11 million residents out to the suburbs to relieve crowding.  One preservationist told me 

that only 25 of the capital’s original 2,600 hutong will be saved, leaving less than one percent of 

the old homes intact. 

 

The relocation program is making room for new tourism centers, expensive apartment 

compounds, and department stores where Beijing’s new wealth and foreign investment dollars are 

getting spent. 

 

“Pretty soon Beijing will look like Kuala Lumpur,” said Zhao Jingxian, a trim 81-year old 

standing in the courtyard of his hutong at No. 22 Fine Arts Museum Rear Road. Dragonflies 

droned under the walnut tree in his yard, where a white kitten darted among neatly tended roses.  

Zhao’s house dates back to the beginning of the Qing dynasty in 1644. 

 

“That’s longer than the United States history,” Zhao said.  Despite history, Zhao’s home, 

surrounded by one of the city’s new developments, is marked for demolition.  “It’s no damn good 

at all.  We can’t build anything as good as the Empire State Building.  Later they’ll regret this,” 

said Zhao, shaking his head. 

 

Leaving Zhao, I crunched my way across his gutted neighborhood, where houses were reduced to 

rubble and bulldozers sat parked in puddles.  Beyond Zhao’s northern wall I saw a pit in the 

ground, marking construction on a new east-west thruway called Peace Boulevard.  The cleared 

land led to a Protestant church, a brick structure looking forlorn in the stark landscape.  A few 

hundred worshippers showed up there on a recent Sunday to hear a sermon on eternal life, after 

which the minister bowed his head and led the congregation in prayer: “We must pray because 

our church will be torn down.  We just don’t know when.” 


